
Additional supplies:
Inktense pencils are one of my favorites! Crayons, pens, markers or paints are also great choices. 
Coloring with crayons is so much fun because there are so many colors to choose from.

Assembly Options:
Color your millefiori hexagon before assembling the runner as it keeps the 
project tidy. If you'd like to give this as a gift for someone to color, then 
assemble beforehand. Just lightly quilt, and bind, then the gift is a fun 
project they can participate in!
The solid outline around the design is the finished size and the outer line is 
the 1/4” seam allowance. Refer to the diagram. Although it will be covered 
up by the binding, hidden by the fabric border, or adjoining block, I suggest 
coloring into that area since seams aren’t always perfect.

Here is an example coloring technique to play with:
Choose your overall theme--bright and cheery or subtle and elegant, soft or bold. Placing a piece 
of batting behind the coloring fabric gives a soft effect while backing the fabric with a piece of 
freezer paper (shiny side down and iron in place) gives a firmer foundation. Play with different 
pressures to add more depth and flare to your coloring.
It's important to heat set it your project once it's colored. First remove the freezer paper, then 
place the colored piece between two layers of paper towels. Press firmly with a dry hot iron for 
30 seconds in each section. The heat causes the wax to melt into the paper towels while leaving 
the colored pigment behind in the fabric fibers.
Watercolors or colored pencils are two other options. For these you will need to add textile 
medium to set the color. Apply heat as described above. All techniques with should be wash 
tested on a separate piece of fabric before you dive into your Millefiori Hexagon. Pinterest  
and YouTube offer many ideas and tutorials. Embellish with ribbons, buttons, beads,  
glitter, or embroidery. 
Find more Colorin’ Quilts and ideas at PhillipsFiberArt.com!

Colors
Suggested 

Yardage
Strips

2 Millefiori Hexagons qty width

Blue
about ½ yd 3  2 ¼"

various pieces for foundation 

Pink  about ¼ yd 4 4" x 6.5"
Triangle

Binding ¼ yd 3 2 ½"
Batting 30" x 15"
Backing 30" x 15"

Finished Size: 27" x 13"
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about a 
1/4” overlap

pink heart fabric 
right side down
between paper 
and blue fabric

blue fabric 
right side up

bottom of
 the stack

paper piece
on top

line side up

Sew 2

Sew 2 of 
each

Sew along this line

about a 
1/4” overlap

pink heart fabric 
right side down
between paper 
and blue fabric

blue fabric
 right side up

bottom of 
the stack

paper piece 
on top

line side up

Sew along this line

fold over area #1
�nger press

right side of 
pink fabric

(paper is on 
the bottom)

fold over 
area #2

�nger press

trim along solid line

Sew the two 
halves together
along this line

right side of 
pink fabric

(paper is on 
the bottom)
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Sew 1 heart to each 
Mille�ori Hexagon

Sew each 
pair together

Sew strips on 
to each end

Sew strips on 
to the top

and bottom
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